Exon 26-coded polypeptide: an isolated hydrophobic domain of human tropoelastin able to self-assemble in vitro.
Hydrophobic domains of human tropoelastin are able to aggregate in a variegated manner. Some aggregates have typical features of the whole protein while others show peculiar self-assembling profiles. Among these hydrophobic domains, an important role in the self-assembling properties of tropoelastin in vitro could be assigned to the peptide encoded by exon 26 of the human tropoelastin gene, that, although unstructured in solution, has great tendency to self-assemble in an ordered manner. The present report describes the aggregation properties of this hydrophobic domain of human tropoelastin analysed by different ultra-structural approaches. Transmission electron microscopy shows that the peptide is able to form different aggregation entities from short rods to very long and flexible fibers, depending on the temperature and on the incubation time. At a microm scale, very long fibers as well as fractal aggregation patterns were observed. Data show that the isolated domain encoded by exon 26 of the tropoelastin gene is able to aggregate in a manner very similar to the whole tropoelastin protein. The aggregation properties are due to the peculiar sequence of EX26, and not to its amino acid composition, as evidenced by the supramolecular analysis of a scrambled sequence of exon 26-coded domain of human tropoelastin, showing a quite different aggregation patterns. These findings confirm that specific sequences can play a driving role in the aggregation process of tropoelastin molecule, at least in vitro, and indicate exon 26-encoded domain among these sequences.